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Tim Erblich: Measurement matters, in terms of
compliance and ethics. What does this mean to
you?
Hui Chen: It means having the discipline and integrity to be precise in what we say, and to provide evidence for our claims. This is something
I have advocated strongly since starting my role
as the Compliance Counsel Expert at the Department of Justice and have become ever more convinced since then. In the ethics and compliance
space, a lot of claims are made: “We have a robust
compliance program,” “we have strong tone from
the top,” “we have eﬀective training,” etc. What
do those adjectives mean? Where is the evidence
that supports those claims? The rest of the business functions are setting Key Performance Indicators and measuring Returns on Investments.
To gain credibility, ethics and compliance functions cannot continue to rely on vague adjectives.
TE Adjectives can be pretty empty without a
standard, or a target the company is trying to
hit. What role do organizations like Ethisphere
or regiments like ISO 37001 have to play in deﬁning what is “good” in our space?
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HC In the beginning of the 19th century, the
stethoscope was invented, and that allowed doctors to start taking blood pressures. That’s where
I feel we are in measuring compliance: just starting. Until the practice of taking blood pressure became widespread, we didn’t have
enough to data or established methodology to know what was
good or bad blood pressure in a more precise way: what was a good
pressure range for a 20-year-old versus an 80-year-old. Similarly,
until everyone starts measuring using comparable methodologies,
it will be premature to start deﬁning what is “good” or “bad.” What
organizations such Ethisphere and systems like ISO 37001 need to
do is to explain the why and how of measurements and develop
and standardize methodologies.
TE What do you think companies ought to be trying harder to
measure that they aren’t yet?
HC Everything! The eﬀectiveness of training, the impact of communications on behavior, the usage of whistleblower mechanisms,
the level of stakeholder engagement and trust, the eﬀectiveness of
controls, and I can keep going.
TE Who are some of your key inﬂuencers in terms of compliance
and ethics in the notion that C&E should be measured like any
other key performance metrics of a business?
HC In terms of my personal appreciation for measurements, most
of it comes from outside of the ethics and compliance space. I am a
fan of the Freakonomics series of books by Steven Levitt and Stephen Dubner, and recommend them to all ethics and compliance
professionals. I also have a sister who is a research psychologist,
and we banter about research methodologies. I have searched for
sound scientiﬁc and statistical studies in the ethics and compliance space, and have found that the vast majority of the studies
and measurements have relied on self-reporting and often confuse
correlation with causation.
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What I have tried to convey
is that measurement is not
something down the road, but
should guide how programs are
built. Really thinking through
how you will measure success
can help build programs that are
better set up to deliver eﬃciency
and results.

BRIBERY PERCEPTIONS VARY
BY INDUSTRY
Many businesses struggle with the perception that
they must be corrupt, because the public believes that
everyone is corrupt. Transparency International asked
respondents around the world to rate industries on a
scale 0-10, most likely to least likely to bribe, to a list of
behaviors...
How often do ﬁrms in each sector a) engage in bribery
of low-level oﬃcials; b) use improper contributions to
high-ranking politicians to achieve inﬂuence; and c)
pay or receive bribes from other ﬁrms?
Average score for each industry...
7.1
Agriculture

They also suﬀer from unclear deﬁnition of terms and concepts.
For example, when people say “good compliance leads to good
business,” how do you deﬁne and measure “good compliance”
and “good business”? Even some of the social scientists who
engage in this space somehow seem to relax their research and
statistical standards when they work in the corporate space.
For example, I have seen sample reports compiled by consultants who are trained in social sciences draw conclusions about
corporate cultures from a survey of 200-plus people. The report
gives no indication if that is 200 out of 200,000 or 200 out of 300,
or where are the respondents located functionally or geographically. This lack of scientiﬁc and statistical rigor appears unfortunately common in the ethics and compliance space.
I have, however, seen and been inspired by eﬀective use of key
performance metrics in the legal space. When I was at Microsoft in the 1990s doing anti-piracy work, Brad Smith was very
focused on measuring the anti-piracy program: number of enforcement actions, number of hotline calls, incremental revenue
contributions, etc. It was the ﬁrst time I had seen such focus on
measurement in the legal space, and it was helpful in both measuring our success and in advocating for our work. I have also
seen eﬀective use of measurements by ethics and compliance
practitioners like Kurt Drake at Kimberly Clarke and Patrick
McGowan at United Technologies.
TE You just returned from Brazil and Europe. How has measurement played out with global companies and jurisdictions
around the world? How does this relate to culture and transparency?

6.9
Banking & ﬁnance

6.5
Heavy manufacturing

6.2
Oil and gas

5.3
Public works and construction
Conclusion: Unsurprisingly, some industries, such as oil
and gas or public contracting, have a greater perception
of corruption than others. However, the diﬀerence across
industries was not as much as might have been expected.
This indicates that in many places, especially developing
economies, citizens assume all industries are somewhat
corrupt. Multinational companies can combat this
perception by increasing their eﬀorts at transparency, and
by encouraging their competitors to do the same.
Source: Bribe Payers Index Report 2011. Transparency
International.

HC My impression is that the notion of measuring ethics and
compliance is even newer in those jurisdictions than it is in the
US. My sense is that this has more to do with timing and phase
than with culture and transparency. The development of ethics
and compliance in ex-US jurisdictions are in their earlier phases,
responding to recent scandals and enforcement interests. Many
are in the nascent stages of their program, where their focus
is getting the pieces in place and not on how they are going to
measure it down the road. What I have tried to convey is that
measurement is not something down the road, but should guide
how programs are built. Really thinking through how you will
measure success can help build programs that are better set up
to deliver eﬃciency and results.
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I believe a person’s value is not something that can or should be
compartmentalized. I also believe ethical issues do not cease to be
ethical issues just because the people involved happen to be elected. A
huge part of being a leader is to lead by example. That means if you
expect others to speak up when they see something wrong, you need to
speak when you see something wrong.

TE For multinational companies operating all over the world,
what additional data points should they be trying to measure
that perhaps domestic companies don’t have to worry about?
HC That would be highly dependent on their industries: an oil
and gas company would need to focus on very diﬀerent measurements than a ﬁnancial services company, whether domestically or internationally. Their clienteles and business models
will also highly inﬂuence measurements. The point I would emphasize is to be mindful of the cultural components of measurements. I learned very early on in my career, for example, that
Americans tend to be more enthusiastic in our ratings (ﬁve out
of ﬁve!) whereas most of the rest of world is more conservative
(four out of ﬁve is very good, ﬁve out of ﬁve is almost never
given). It may have something to do with the grade inﬂation in
our schools!

And We Quote

TE The highly successful Japanese management philosophy
kaizen, or “continuous improvement,” featured prominently
in manufacturing and quality discussions in the eighties
and nineties. Are there parallels that come to mind with
compliance?
HC A couple of parallels come to mind. One is the Cockpit Resource Management (CRM) method of the aviation industry,
which I discussed in my last article with Ethisphere Magazine
in July. The other is the CompStat method in law enforcement
that was pioneered with the New York City Transit Police then
brought over to NYPD by William Bratton. It revolutionized law
enforcement, and has now evolved into predictive analysis to
drive more eﬀective and preventative law enforcement. There
appears to be interest in predictive analysis among some mature compliance programs in the US. My view is that a program
need not be super developed or mature to make use of basic
data for continuous improvement.

A vitiated state of morals, a corrupted public
conscience, is incompatible with freedom
- Patrick Henry

TE You have taken a fairly public stance on issues of integrity with the current administration in the US. Nearly every
day, we see CEOs of global businesses, from all industries,
publicly speaking out on their corporate values. What’s your
take on this?
HC I believe a person’s value is not something that can or should
be compartmentalized. I also believe ethical issues do not cease
to be ethical issues just because the people involved happen to
be elected. A huge part of being a leader is to lead by example.
That means if you expect others to speak up when they see
something wrong, you need to speak when you see something
wrong. A business leader cannot credibly ask employees and
business partners to act with integrity, respect people, stand up
for values, and then pretend not to see failures of integrity, respect, and values at the highest level of the land. So to me it is
not so much taking a public stance vs. a private one: it’s about
being consistent in who you are and what you believe in.
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